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He attended the Academy of Fine Arts in 
Catania, continued his training in Milan at the academy of Fine Arts 
of Brera. President of the Zona Blu cultural artistic association 
located in Milan.

The artist's expressive poetics focuses on a very strong 
communicative urgency that leads him to the rejection of 
individualistic, aestheticizing and decadent perspectives and to the 
exaltation of the public, therapeutic and collective value of artistic 
language.

In fact, in his works he creates hybrids halfway between the sound 
installation and painting, referring to signs and chromatic drafts that 
allude to the invention of a new order for a virtuous but simplified, 
shattered, pulverized language, undermining the concept of 
representative painting .

He exhibits in various private and public venues, also collaborating 
with other artists in the design and realization of various installations.

His installations, for example in the case of the "SITU - 
Contemporary sacred Representation" project they become real sets 
that physically occupy the space and surround the viewer making 
him a leading actor.

His artistic career moves in the 

twentieth-century avant-garde with an analytical and al at the same 
time critical in a dimension in which the absurdity of the life cycle is 
crudely presented to the spectator with irony and solemnity, beauty 
and truthfulness; birth and death, spirituality, religion classicism 
these are the poles between which the poetic sense of an entire work 
that always knows how to present itself in a way oscillates simple, 
direct and irrefutable. Representation of real events and common 
reflective dimensions, synthesized in a very personal symbolic 
grammar. An identification process that creates the conditions to 
direct the viewer towards a reflection by now unusual and not 
frivolous of being human. It transforms and reinterprets matter with 
the troubled spirit of our century, giving life to new works that

have their roots in the tradition of the history of art and then arrive at 
the expression of language contemporary.


He founded the Zona Blu exhibition space and the SITU contemporary art festival. 



“Ut Canes - riportare alla luce il Giovanni 
Battista Baldanza jr. con “San

Benedetto che fonda la Regola dell’Ordine”, 
dipinto nell’anno 1646”


2020





“Crocifission in Blue”

installazione site specifc in Ex chiesa conventuale di S. Domenico 
dei frati domenicani

600x200cm

2020





“Stairs”
Installazione site specific
Neon. 120x100cm
2020



“Frame Box”
Neon, Pellicola 90x4.5x5.5 cm
2020



Aulico Mondano
video
2020



“Pentecoste Light”
installazione site specific abside Ex chiesa 
conventuale di S. Domenico dei frati domenicani
2020
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